
Mendel and Heredity  

6.3  



Objective  

• Students will be able to identify the steps in 
meiosis and explain what is occurring to the 
chromosomes at each step 

 

 



Meiosis 

• A form of nuclear division that divides a 
diploid cell into haploid cells 
– Essential for sexual reproduction 

• Occurs in germ cells to produce gametes 

• “reduction division” – reduce chromosome 
number by half 

• DNA is copied once but divided twice 

• Genetically unique haploid cells form from a 
diploid cell 



KEY CONCEPT  

Mendel’s research showed that traits are inherited as 

discrete units. 



Mendel laid the groundwork for 
genetics.    

• Traits are distinguishing 
characteristics that are 
inherited. 

• Genetics is the study of 
biological inheritance 
patterns and variation. 

• Gregor Mendel showed that 
traits are inherited as 
discrete units. 

• Many in Mendel’s day 
thought traits were blended. 



Mendel and Heredity 

• Mendel’s research showed that traits are 
inherited as discrete units 
– Mendel laid the groundwork for genetics 

• Traits: distinguishing characteristics that are inherited 

• Genetics: study of biological inheritance 

– Mendel’s Data revealed patterns of inheritance 
• Purebred: genetically uniform 

• Performed crosses between purebred plants  

• Cross: the mating of two organisms 

• Mendel chose 7 traits to look at (“either-or”) 
– Mendel controlled pollination by removing stamens 



Mendel’s data revealed patterns of 
inheritance.  

• Mendel made three key decisions in his experiments. 
– use of purebred plants 

– control over breeding 

– observation of seven 
“either-or” traits 



• Mendel used pollen to fertilize selected pea plants. 

Mendel controlled the 

fertilization of his pea plants 

by removing the male parts, 

or stamens. 

He then fertilized the female 

part, or pistil, with pollen from 

a different pea plant. 

– P generation crossed to produce F1 generation 

– interrupted the self-pollination process by removing male 

flower parts 



• Mendel allowed the resulting plants to self-pollinate. 

– Among the F1 generation, all plants had purple flowers 

– F1 plants are all heterozygous 

– Among the F2 generation, some plants had purple 

flowers and some had white 



• Mendel observed patterns in the first and second 

generations of his crosses. 

• In F₂ about 3-fourths had purple flowers; 1-fourth white flowers.  

• 3:1 ratio (ratio- comparison that tells how two or more things 
relate)  



• Mendel drew three important conclusions. 

– Traits are inherited as discrete units. 

* Explained why individual traits persisted w/o being blended or 

diluted over successive generations.  

– Organisms inherit two copies of each gene, one from 

each parent. 

– The two copies segregate 

during gamete formation. 

– These last two conclusions are 

called the law of segregation. 
purple white 


